VISITOR GUIDE

The mission of San Francisco Zoo & Gardens is to connect people with wildlife, inspire caring for nature and advance conservation action.

Outdoor animal areas are open with window viewing of some habitats restricted. Indoor animal habitats and confined or interactive spaces are closed.

TEMPORARILY CLOSED AREAS
- South American Tropical Rainforest and Aviary
- Great Ape Passage Indoor Dayroom
- Lion House Indoor
- California Conservation Corridor
- Insect Zoo
- Family Farm
- Dentzel Carousel

ZOO MANNERS
> Please respect the animals. Report any disturbance of the animals to 415-753-7080.
> Please do not feed Zoo animals, peacocks, gulls, or squirrels.
> Please do not let children stand on railings and fences.
> Photography is welcome, but no selfies please. Stay safely behind barriers and only in public areas.
> Please do not pick flowers, uproot trees and shrubs, or strip branches or leaves.
> SMILE! Today you may be videotaped or photographed by a San Francisco Zoo employee, authorized guest, or electronic surveillance. Admission serves as permission for use of your image by these parties.
> Some animals may not be on exhibit the day of your visit. They have indoor/outdoor access. Not all animals at the Zoo are shown on the map.
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